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We inquire about the properties of 2D Navier-Stokes turbulence simultaneously forced at small and

large scales. The background motivation comes by observational results on atmospheric turbulence. We

show that the velocity field is amenable to the sum of two auxiliary velocity fields forced at large and small

scale and exhibiting a direct enstrophy and an inverse-energy cascade, respectively. Remarkably, the two

auxiliary fields reconcile universal properties of fluxes with positive statistical correlation in the inertial

range.
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Turbulence represents a tantalizing nonequilibrium sys-
tem characterized by cascade processes which, as typical in
statistical physics, strongly depends on space dimension-
ality. In d ¼ 3, kinetic energy, injected at large scales,
goes toward smaller ones with positive and constant flux
(� energy-injection rate �), until it is dissipated by mo-
lecular diffusion [1]. Between the injection and dissipative

scales, the energy spectrum behaves as a power law EðkÞ �
�2=3k�5=3. In d ¼ 2, ideal (inviscid and unforced) fluids
preserve both energy � v2 � =2 and square vorticity (ens-
trophy) � !2 � =2 (! ¼ r� v). On this basis, Kraichnan
[2] predicted that sustaining the flow at a single scale
‘fð�k�1

f Þ, with energy (enstrophy) injection rate � (� ¼
�k2f), generates a double cascade of enstrophy downscale

(< ‘f) and of energy upscale (> ‘f). He also predicted two

power laws for the energy spectrum: EðkÞ � �2=3k�3 (but
for log-corrections [3]) in the direct-enstrophy cascade

range; EðkÞ � �2=3k�5=3 for the inverse-energy cascade.
The direct cascade, with a positive enstrophy flux (� �),
ends at the dissipative scale. While, in an unbounded
domain, the inverse cascade proceeds undisturbed, with a
negative energy flux (� ��), unless large-scale friction
stops it at a scale� ‘f [4]. For a recent numerical study of

the dual cascade see [5].
In 3D layers, as the atmosphere, both 3D and 2D phe-

nomenology can be relevant depending on the aspect ratio,
the injection, and observation scales [6–8]. Aircraft mea-
surements [9,10] of atmospheric winds revealed that hori-
zontal energy spectra at the troposphere end (at � 10 km

altitude) display two power laws: EðkÞ / k�5=3 at wave
numbers in the mesoscales (� 10–500 km); EðkÞ / k�3

at synoptic scales (� 500–3; 000 km). Though, 2D phe-
nomenology should dominate at scales larger than the
troposphere thickness [11], measured spectra display the
steeper and shallower power laws in reverse order with
respect to Kraichnan’s scenario. To complicate the picture,

the energy flux seems to be positive at 10–100 km [12],
suggesting a 3D-like direct energy cascade, though the
involved scales may be too large.
In the 2D framework, on which we focus here, several

explanations for the observed spectra have been proposed.
Interpreting the synoptic �3 spectrum as an enstrophy
cascade, forced by instabilities of the horizontal motion
at the planetary scale (� 104 km) [11], the �5=3 meso-
scales spectrum may result: from a 2D-inverse energy
cascade forced by convection driven by thermal gradients
in the troposphere [13–15]; or, less likely [10,16], from
gravity waves [17,18]. Interpreting the�5=3 spectrum as a
convection-driven 2D-inverse energy cascade, the steeper
synoptical spectrum may result from large-scale coherent
structures due to forcing [19] or to energy condensation at
the planetary scale [19,20]. Interestingly, such coherent
motions may mask the inverse cascade inducing a positive
energy flux [19], which could explain observations [12].
Other proposed mechanisms (not discussed here) consider
3D or quasi-2D scenarios accounting for stratification and
other effects [21–23].
In this Letter we focus on 2D turbulence forced at two,

well separated, scales with the aim of understanding the
interplay of oppositely directed cascades in the same range
of scales. We thus consider the 2D incompressible Navier-
Stokes equation, which for the vorticity ! reads

@t!þv�r!¼��pð��Þp!��qð��Þ�q!þfLþf‘; (1)

v ¼ r?c ¼ ð@yc ;�@xc Þ is the velocity, and c the

stream function (�c ¼ �!). The hyperviscous (hypofric-
tion) term removes enstrophy (energy) at small (large)
scales generalizing standard dissipation p ¼ 1 (Ekman
friction q ¼ 0). In direct numerical simulations (DNS),
such generalizations provide for extended inertial ranges.
We use p ¼ 8 and q ¼ 1; tests with different values have
been also performed. The forcings fL and f‘ act at separate
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scales L � ‘, injecting energy at scale ‘ and enstrophy at
scale L, at independent rates � and �, respectively. We
used two independent random, zero-mean Gaussian
processes restricted to a narrow band in Fourier space
k 2 ½ki1; ki2	 (with i ¼ ‘, L) centered at kL � 1=L

and k‘ � 1=‘, with correlation � f̂iðk; tÞf̂jðk0; tÞ �¼
Fi�ij�ðt� t0Þ�ðkþ k0Þ�ðk� ki1Þ�ðki2 � kÞ, � being

the Heaviside step function. In the sequel, we ignore the
behavior at scales larger (smaller) than L (‘) as damped by
hypofriction (dissipation).

In Ref. [16], to explain the observed universality of
atmospheric spectra, it was conjectured that the two
sources may not be independent. However, large and
small-scale excitations originate from different physical
processes [11] characterized by separate time scales
(small-scale convection being faster), bearing their inde-
pendence. Within the independent-source model, spectral
universality can be ascribed to that of the inverse cascade
[4]. In [14,16] it was also hypothesized that oppositely
directed cascades could not coexist without a sink between
the forcing scales. Lilly [15], using closure theories,
showed that there is no need of such sink. Maltrud and
Vallis [24] made, as far as we know, the unique numerical
study of Eq. (1), providing evidence of two overlapping
cascades. This is confirmed by Fig. 1 which shows that the
energy spectrum EvðkÞ displays the basic features of the
atmospheric one. Moreover, enstrophy �!ðkÞ and energy
�vðkÞ fluxes are constant with opposite signs (�!ðkÞ> 0
and�vðkÞ< 0) meaning that direct-enstrophy and inverse-
energy cascades superimpose, apparently undisturbed,
in the same range [kL:k‘]. We show below that, remark-
ably, the superposition is realized maintaining nontrivial
correlations between the degrees of freedom associated
with the two cascades.

To scrutinize this superposition we propose a decom-
position able to disentangle the two cascades, by evolving
in parallel with Eq. (1) two auxiliary equations

@t!Lþv�r!L¼��pð��Þp!L��qð��Þ�q!LþfL; (2)

@t!‘þv �r!‘¼��pð��Þp!‘��qð��Þ�q!‘þf‘; (3)

where v is the same as in Eq. (1). Since fL and f‘ in (2) and
(3) are the same realizations of the forcings in (1), !L;‘

are two ‘‘active’’ pseudoscalar fields [25], such that ! ¼
!L þ!‘ and v ¼ vL þ v‘ [26], with vL;‘ ¼ r?c L;‘

(�c L;‘ ¼ �!L;‘) incompressible. In the sequel, we

adopt the notation v 
 v0, ! 
 !0, vL;‘ 
 v1;2 and

!L;‘ 
 !1;2.

The behavior of the energy spectra (Fig. 1) and the fluxes
(Fig. 2) associated with the auxiliary fields suggest the
identification of the components v1;2 as the carriers of

the degrees of freedom mainly associated with, respec-
tively, the direct and the inverse cascade. This observation
can be substantiated by means of the Kármán-Howarth-

Monin (KHM) equation [1] ð@tþ�qð��Þ�qÞCjkðr;tÞþ
Ejkðr; tÞ�Fjkðr;tÞ¼ 1

2@�S
���
0jk ðr; tÞ (as customary, we as-

sumed translation, rotation, and parity invariance). The
KHM equation links the 3rd order structure tensor,

S
�i�j�k

ijk ðrÞ ¼� �v�i

i ðrÞ�v�j

j ðrÞ�v�k

k ðrÞ � (4)

(�viðrÞ 
 viðr; tÞ � við0; tÞ), to the correlation functions
of velocities (Cjkðr; tÞ ¼� vjðr; tÞ � vkð0; tÞ � ) and

forcings (FjkðrÞ ¼� fjðr; tÞfkð0; tÞ � ) and to the dissipa-

tive terms Ejkðr; tÞ ¼ 2�p � rp
�v

�
j ðr; tÞrp

�v
�
k ð0; tÞ � .

Kraichnan’s theory is equivalent to the following three
hypotheses [27]: existence of steady state for Galilean
invariant statistical indicators; smoothness at finite viscos-
ity; absence of velocity dissipative anomaly. Using these
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FIG. 1 (color online). Average energy spectrum EvðkÞ (sym-
bols). Ev

1;2ðkÞ labels the energy spectra associated with the

auxiliary velocities v1;2 and suggests a direct (inverse) cascade

for v1 (v2), see text. Arrows mark the forcing bands at kL � 7
and k‘ � 240. Dotted lines show the slopes�3 and�5=3. Inset:
energy �vðkÞ and enstrophy �!ðkÞ fluxes normalized by their
average values (� and �, resp.). DNS of Eqs. (1)–(3) were done
with a standard 2=3-dealiased, pseudospectal method with 10242

collocation points.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Dynamical fluxes of (a) energy �v
0;jjðkÞ

and (b) enstrophy �!
0;jjðkÞ (defined in [29]). Light grey symbols

in (b) refer to passive scalar flux ��, see text [cf. Eq. (10)]. The
solid curves show energy and enstrophy fluxes obtained by
integrating (2) with fL ¼ 0 (a) or f‘ ¼ 0 (b), their superposition
to �v

0;00 and �!
0;00, respectively, further demonstrates the cas-

cades overlap when both forcings are present. Notice that
�v

0;22 � �v
0;00 < 0 and �v

0;11 � 0 making evident that v2 are

the degrees of freedom associated with the inverse cascade.
Similar considerations apply to vorticity, though �!

0;11>�!
0;00,

which will be discussed later in relation to Fig. 4.
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hypotheses, a careful analysis along the lines of [10,27,28]
justifies in the range ‘ � r � L, the expansion

S
�i�j�k

ijk ðrÞ ¼ X

n¼0;1

r2nPijkfr�iAfi½jk	:ng��j�kg

� 2

3
PijkfAfi½jk	:nggr�ir�jr�k þ oðr3Þ; (5)

with shorthand notation for summation over cyclic
permutations, PijkfOijkg 
 Oijk þOjki þOkij for any O.

Equation (5) holds true strictly for i ¼ 0 in the ideal
limit of infinite volume at vanishing hypofriction
(�q ¼ 0), with, furthermore, the explicit prediction for

the coefficients:

Af0½jk	:0g þP0jkfAf0½jk	:0gg¼2�ð�j0þ�j2Þð�k0þ�k2Þ (6)

Af0½jk	:1g þ1

3
P0jkfAf0½jk	:1gg¼1

4
�ð�j0þ�j1Þð�k0þ�k1Þ: (7)

Out of the ideal limit, the constants Afi½jk	:ng ¼ Afi½kj	:ng
depend on the full statistics of the solution of Eqs. (1)–(3).
Moreover, for i ¼ 1, 2, no dynamical constraints can be
imposed to fix the constants Afi½jk	:f0;1gg; however, the

expansion (5) can still be justified using parity invariance
and the incompressibility of the fields vi. The quantities
S0jk are thus associated with dynamical fluxes, while

S1jk and S2jk only provide statistical information, and

will be dubbed ‘‘statistical’’ fluxes. Equations (5)–(7) re-
cover the 3rd-order longitudinal structure function derived
in Ref. [10]:

SL000ðrÞ 
 r�1
r�2

r�3
S�1�2�3

000 ðrÞ=r3 ¼ 3

2
�rþ 1

8
�r3; (8)

which is numerically very well satisfied [Fig. 3(a)].
Interestingly, other quantities deviate from the ideal-limit
prediction [e.g., SL012ðrÞ ¼ 0 is not reproduced by data, see

Fig. 3(a)]. As discussed below, similar issues are present
for 3rd-order quantities associated with !i (i ¼ 0, 1, 2).
The deviations from ideal-limit predictions should be as-
cribed to the finiteness of the simulation domain, where the
presence of hypofriction stymies the derivation of neat
relations such as (7). The Af...:1g’s become coupled to the

infrared component of the kinetic energy hinting at a more
nonlocal and less universal behavior of the enstrophy cas-
cade. This fact relates to nontrivial correlations existing
between the degrees of freedom associated with the two
cascades. The importance of such correlations can be
quantified by comparing the ‘‘statistical’’ fluxes �v;!

1;jjðkÞ
and �v;!

2;jjðkÞ (with j ¼ 0, 1, 2), defined in [29], with the

‘‘dynamical’’ fluxes �v;!
0;jj’s (for j ¼ 0, 1, 2). As shown in

Fig. 4, two phenomena stand out.
While �v

0;00 ’ �v
0;22 < 0 [Fig. 2(a)] validates the iden-

tification of v2 as the degrees of freedom associated with
the inverse cascade, the left panels of Fig. 4 show that
�v

1;00 < 0 (�v
1;22 < 0) with intensity comparable to that of

�v
2;00 (�

v
2;22) and thus indicates that v1 contributes to the

inverse cascade of the total field v0. This may appear, at
first glance, surprising in consideration of the observed
absence of flux of kinetic energy of v1 (�

v
i;11 ’ 0 for any

i). The nonintuitive and, possibly, nonuniversal behavior of
the statistical energy fluxes �v

i;jj (i ¼ 1, 2) is, however, a

consequence of their dependence on the full statistics.
Similar considerations apply to enstrophy fluxes, with the
roles of v1 and v2 exchanged (Fig. 4, right).
The second phenomenon appertains to the relative inten-

sity of enstrophy fluxes. The ideal-limit energy-balance
predictions (6) and (7) suggest �!

0;00 ’ �!
0;11 > 0 with

�!
0;22 ’ 0. The right panels of Fig. 4 confirm the latter

prediction coherently with the interpretation of v2 as the
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Z0;12ðrÞ, the black lines show linear behavior in r. The negative
linear behavior of Z0;11ðrÞ links to the direct cascade of � !2

1 � ;

(c) C!12ðrÞ ¼� !1ð0Þ!2ðrÞ � vs r. The behaviors of Z0;12ðrÞ
(which should vanish in the ideal limit) and of C!12ðrÞ are

evidence of the sensitivity of directly cascading degrees of
freedom to the hypofriction, see text [cf. Eq. (9)].
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carrier of the inverse-cascade degrees of freedom. They also
show that the dynamical enstrophy flux �!

0;11 is signifi-

cantly enhanced with respect to �!
0;00 [see also Fig. 2(b)].

The phenomenon can be regarded as a consequence of the
alleged fact that the main contribution to v1 comes from the
degrees of freedom of v0 undergoing the direct cascade
and of the stronger sensitivity of the direct-enstrophy cas-
cade to nonlocal effects. In order to substantiate the claim
we inspected the equations governing the correlation
functions C!ijðrÞ ¼� !ið0Þ!jðrÞ � . From the energy bal-

ance in the presence of hypofriction together with the
assumption of inverse cascading v2 (i.e., �!

0;22 � 0 with

�qð��ÞqC!22ð0Þ ¼ F‘ ¼� f2‘ � ) we derived that

�!
0;11��!

0;00¼
1

2
�qð��ÞqðC!00�C!11Þð0Þ�F‘þOðkLÞ�

’�qð��ÞqC!12ð0ÞþOðkLÞ� (9)

for some � > 0, as enstrophy is bounded [27]. Equation (9)
evinces the nonlocal nature of the enstrophy transfer. Its
positive value implies that the correlation C!12ðrÞ must be
also positive in the inertial range, as confirmed in Fig. 3(c).
In terms of the vorticity structure functions Zi;jkðrÞ

��viðrÞ�!jðrÞ�!kðrÞ� , Eq. (9) translates into Z0;12ðrÞ ¼
r �Z0;12ðrÞ=r > 0with linear dependence on r [as shown in
Fig. 3(b)], while it should be 0 in the ideal limit. To further
elucidate the enhancement of�!

0;11 with respect to�
!
0;00, it

is instructive to liken the ultraviolet behavior of the vorticity
!1 to that of a passive scalar � evolving in the same velocity
field, as in Ref. [30]:

@t�þ v � r� ¼ ��pð��Þp�� �qð��Þ�q�þ f0L: (10)

Here, the large-scale forcing f0L has the same statistics as of
that used in (2) but with independent realizations, making �
a passive scalar [25]. Flow incompressibility brings about a
scalar energy � �2 � =2 cascade to smaller scales, and
similarly to (9), by energy balance, we have

����!
0;00’�qð�@�2

x ÞqðC!00�C�Þð0Þ=2þOðkLÞ�0
(11)

for some positive �0, where C�ðrÞ ¼� �ðr; tÞ�ð0; tÞ � . We
expect the difference in (11) to be positive as the infrared
content of C!00 is ‘‘fattened’’ by the inverse-energy transfer

at k < kL. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the comparison between
the passive scalar energy flux,��, with the enstrophy flux,
�!

0;00, validates this prediction. The inference is that the

same phenomenon underlies the positive sign of (9).
Summarizing, we showed that 2D turbulence sustained

by a large and a small-scale forcing gives rise in between the
sources to an inertial range where a direct and an inverse
cascade coexist and overlap. We also showed that there
exists a natural decomposition of the Navier-Stokes field
compartmentalizing the degrees of freedom associated
with the direct and inverse cascade in two auxiliary velocity
fields, obtained considering a single large and small-scale
source, respectively. Although these auxiliary fields satisfy

energy-balance relations as if they were independent,
actually they are not and exhibit nontrivial correlations
pinpointed by the inspection of third order statistics of
statistical objects, evading the energy-balance relations. In
contrast to the settings used here, realistic forcings in the
atmosphere should be time correlated, with the large-scale
excitation being slower than the small-scale one. Provided
the forcings are independent with separate spatial and
temporal scale, the picture presented here should remain
essentially unaltered. However, a slow large-scale forcing
may induce coherent motions that, as argued in Ref. [19],
can change the sign of the (total) energy flux and thus
mask the inverse-cascade process, which may explain
observations [6].
We conclude with a theoretical remark. The decompo-

sition in terms of auxiliary velocity fields proposed here
can be straightforwardly generalized to 2D Navier-Stokes
equations with an energy input distributed over different
scales. In this perspective, the cascade overlap of the two
sources model, here investigated, evinces the physical
mechanism for why Kraichnan theory applies also in
the presence of power-law sources and, consequently, for
the inability of the renormalization group approach to
correctly predict Navier-Stokes energy spectra [28], even
in what may seem a priori a perturbative regime.
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